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Since there are so many customizable components in these laptops, a standard practice has been
The Gaming Laptop GPU

This is the heart of a gaming laptop computer. The GPU ˘ graphics processing unit ˘ is a compo

Without getting into specific models since they change all the time, the key is that the graph
Without the Screen, You Don´t Have Much

What good is a gaming laptop without a screen that can actually render your games? Now certain

While the technology and terminology for LCDs (liquid crystal displays) could take up an entir

Native Resolution. The native resolution is simply the setting at which your screen will rende

Aspect Ratio. As you probably know, a movie theater screen and a TV screen have different prop
That said, a widescreen LCD does offer plenty of screen real estate for web surfing and other

Do your best to find a balance between current and future technology and what your computer ha

Rise and Fall. The phrase `rise and fall time´ is used to describe how fast the LCD can respon

Fortunately, gaming laptop LCDs have come a long way and they are only getting better. While o

Contrast. If a gaming laptop LCD has poor contrast, that means that the black areas aren´t qui

Viewing Angle. This is an often-overlooked LCD feature, but it must be considered if you are b

But gaming on a laptop does not mean that you are doomed to have poor viewing angles. There ar

Size. In a gaming laptop computer, size is everything. Most gaming laptops are large, robust p

The best way to really get a feel for what laptop LCDs are all about is to take a trip to a lo
The RAM ˘ What Type and How Much?

The RAM (random access memory) found in laptops is called SODIMM (small outline dual inline me
The CPU ˘ Not Just Mobile Technology

The CPUs (central processing units) found in many custom gaming laptops are identical to those

The Gaming Laptop Hard Drive

This is the final component to consider when building a gaming laptop. Laptop hard drives come

At the end of the day, gaming laptop computers are all about power. Don´t expect a twelve-poun
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